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I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the differential equation 
y(n) + p,&) y-1) + -0. + p,(x) y  = 0, (1-l) 
wherepo(x),...,pn,( ) x are real-valued, continuous functions of the real varia- 
ble x on an interval I. The differential equation (1.1) is said to be disconjugate 
on I if no nontrivial solution of (1.1) has more than n - 1 zeros (where the 
zeros are counted with their multiplicities) on I. Equation (1.1) is said to be 
nonoscillatory on I if it has no nontrivial solution which has infinitely many 
zeros on P, otherwise, it is said to be oscillatory on I. For the even-order equa- 
tion (x = Znz), we have a more restricted notion of disconjugacy; we say that 
(1.1) is disconjugate in the sense of Reid [6, 151 on I if the equation does not 
have a nontrivial solution with two zeros of order ?a on 1. 
According to a classical result of Lyapunov (see [4, p. 346]), the second- 
order equation, 
Y” + P@)Y = 0, 
is disconjugate on the interval [u, b] if 
(b - a) /” ) p(x)] dx < 4. (1.2) 
a 
Sufficient conditions for disconjugacy of (l.l), which are generalizations of 
(1.2), were obtained by Nehari [12]. 
* This research was supported by a fellowship from the SUNY Research Foun- 
dation. 
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There are other disconjugacy conditions of a slightly different nature, which 
go back to de la VallCe-Poussin [18] : If 
1 h! 
Iz l&,(6 - u)” ~ 1 
’ R=l 
(1.3) 
where 1 pi(x)1 6 A& on [a, 61, i = 0, l,..., R - 1, then (1.1) is disconjugate 
on [a, b]. The condition (1.3) has since been improved by Levin [lo], 
and Bessmertnyh and Levin [2]. 
In Section 2, we shall establish disconjugacy conditions which are somewhat 
different from those alluded to. In the case of even-order equations, a sufficient 
condition for disconjugacy in the sense of Reid is discussed. 
In Section 3, we prove a nonoscillation theorem on an unbounded interval 
of the type [a, co), a > 0. 
In Section 4, a class of integral inequalities is obtained as a consequence of 
disconjugacy of a certain equation. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for bringing to his attention some 
reference errors. 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR DISCONJUGACY 
In the sequel we shall consider symmetric intervals of the type (-c, c) 
whenever desirable; we may do so without loss of generality, since disconju- 
gacy and oscillation properties remain invariant under a translation. 
We shall need some results concerning the absolute value of a polynomial 
(cf. [16]). We state it as a lemma for convenient reference. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 
Q(x) = fj (Ui - x), -c<d<a,< ... < a,, < e < c. 
Then 
2=1 
I @(x)1 < (c - I x I)@ + I x IF, 32 E I% ,a,1 (2.1) 
and 
I @WI -=c (c + I x I)“, x E [d, e]. (2.2) 
If a, = ... = a, < aktl < .-a < an--L < an--b+l = .*. = a, , then 
[ @(x)1 < (c - I x I)” (c + I x Iy+-l;, x~ik, 4 (2.3) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let y  be an n-times continuously dzgerentiable function zuhich 
is dejked on the interval (-c, c). I fy has n zeros on (-c, c), i.e., ify(a,) = a.* = 
y(aJ = 0, -c < d < a, < ... < a, < e < c, then 
(c - I x l>(c + I x IF, x E [al ,sl, (2.4) 
where 
and 
where 
I Y(X)] < ’ y’~~)l (c + 1 x I)“, x E fd, e], (2.5) 
1 y(x)l < 1 JJ’“‘(xJl n! (c - 1 x l)“(c f  j .2: jy, (2.6j 
for x E [a, , an]. 
Proof. I f  y  satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2.1, it is easily confirmed 
that 
. . . s tn4 (‘,r-l - t~iZ-l)n-2 s tr’-l (a, _t-)n-ll,(tij(t ) & a,-l (a, - L)” a, “ n n . . . &, 
[2,7]. For x E [a, , a,], therefore, 
/ y(x) < j yfn)(xo)l 1 a, - x 1 .-- 
. . . 
s 
‘A / a,-, - t,, (n-2 
an-1 I a72 - tn-1 rn J 
Jn-1 , a 
1E - t, p--l 1 dt, j ... j dt, / , 
an 
which, upon the n-fold integration of the right-hand side, yields 
/ y(x)] < ' '(zf""" fi 1 a, - x j 
i=l 
< ’ Y’yO” (c - I x l)(c + 1 x /y-1, 
The last inequality follows from (2.1). 
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The inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) are proved in the same manner with the 
heIp of (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. 
We are now ready to state disconjugacy theorems. 
THEOREM 2.2. The dz@ematial equation 
Ytn) + p,&) y-) + *** + p&>y = 0, (2.7) 
where P,(x), . . . , Pm+> are real-valued, continuous functions dejned on the 
interval (-c, c), is disconjugate on (-c, c) zy 
y I Pn--kc4 k! (c + I x I>” + 9 (c - ’ x ‘)(c + ’ x p-1 < 1. (2.8) 
k=l 
Proof. Suppose that (2.7) is not disconjugate on (-c, c). Then, (2.7) has 
a nontrivial solution y which vanishes H times on (-c, c); and, by a repeated 
application of Rolle’s theorem, we conclude that the &h-order derivative 
y(k) has n - k zeros in (-c, c). Let y@)(api) = 0, k = 0, l,..., n - 1, 
j= l,..., n-k, and let -~<a,,~a,,$...~a,,_,~a~,<c, 
k = 0, I,..., n - 1. Then 
I y(x)’ < ‘yyo) (c - I x I)(c + I x ly, (2.9) 
and 
‘Y(~)(X)’ < ‘i”“‘$’ (c + ’ x ‘)n-k, 
n 
k = l,..., n - 1, (2.10) 
for x E [a,, , a,,], by Theorem 2.1. Now from (2.7), (2.9), and (2.10), we 
obtain 
lY’“‘k4 G IP?&)l lYcn-wl + *‘* + IPrMl IYc4l 
< , y’“‘(x,),[ y ’ p$)’ (c + ’ x I)” 
k=l . 
+ I PCMI 
-g-- (c - I x I& + I x I)n-ll 
for x E [sol , aon]. In particular, for x = x,, E [aoI , aon], we are led to 
y I Pn-k@O)I 
k=l k! 
(c + I x0 I)” + +g (c - I x0 l)(c + I x0 IF > 1, 
contrary to our hypothesis (2.8). This contradiction proves the theorem. 
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It may be of interest to note that Theorem 2.2 admits the possibility of a 
disconjugate differential equation having a coefficient which is unbounded on 
the interval of disconjugacy. For example, the equation 
y(n) + -& y  = 0 
is disconjugate on (-c, c) if 
j q(x)1 (c + 1 x p-2 < n!, x E (-c, c). 
In the case of even-order equations, disconjugacy obviously implies discon- 
jugacy in the sense of Reid. Thus, Theorem 2.2 provides a sufficient condition 
for disconjugacy in the sense of Reid. However, the condition (2.8) is unne- 
cessarily stringent; we can relax it. Indeed, the argumem used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2, together with (2.6), establishes the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. The dz$ferential equation 
y(2m) + p2m-1(x) y(2+-1) + a-- + p&)y = 0, (2.11) 
where P&>~--, p2,-d x are real-valued, cmtinuous functions defined on tke 1 
interval (-c, c), is disconjugate in the sense of Reid if 
Our next result refers to the fourth-order equation 
y’iv’ - p(x)y = 0, I+> > 0, (2.12) 
wherep(x) is a real-valued function which is continuous on (-c, c). In their 
by now classical paper [9], Leighton and Nehari proved that, if (2.12) has a 
nontrivial solution which has four zeros on (-c, c), then it also has a nontrivial 
solution with two double zeros on (-c, c). In view of this result and Theorem 
2.3, we have the following statements. 
THEOREM 2.4. The dz~ferential equation (2.12) is disconjugate on (-c, C) ;f  
3. NONOSCILLATION Tmomw 
I f  x = w is a (possibly infinite) endpoint of the interval I which does not 
belong to 1, then (1.1) is said to be oscilldory at x = w if one nontrivial 
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solution of (1 .l) has an infinite sequence of zeros clustering at x = w. 
Otherwise it is called nofzoscillatory at x = w [4, p.3511. 
THEOREM 3.1. The dzyeerential equation (2.7) is zonoscillatory o~z (-c, c) zy 
there exists a constant K < co suck that 
Proof. It suffices to prove that (2.7) is nonoscillatory at x = fc. Suppose 
that (2.7) is oscillatory at x = +c. Then (2.7) has a nontrivial solution y  
which has an infinite sequence of zeros clustering at x = +c. Let I1 = [ai ,pr] 
be a subinterval of (0, c) on which they has at least n zeros; and, in general, 
let I, = [CX~ , pl] be a subinterval of (/31-1, c) on which there are at least n 
zeros of y, I = 2,3 ,... . Successive applications of Rolle’s theorem to the 
function y  on I, show that the derivative~“~), K = 1,2,..., n - 1, has at least 
n - k zeros on I, . Let a!;‘, al;‘,..., ait:, , a$’ < a$? < *** < ai$.lc , be zeros 
of y’k’ on I, such that a$) < a\:’ < a!:), k = 0, l,..., n - 1, j = 1, 2 ,..., 
n - k. For the interval I, the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
yields 
9 (c - 1 xz I)(/$ - CYJ’+~, (3.2) - 
where 
I Y’“‘(X,)l = ye?; I Y’“WL J1 = [at’, a?]. 
Since (3.2) holds for I = 1,2 ,..., and since /31 - 01~ -+ 0 as I-+ 03, (3.1) 
and (3.2) are incompatible for E > 1. If  n = 1, (2.7) is trivially nonoscillatory. 
This proves that (2.7) is nonoscillatory at x = +c. That (2.7) is also nonos- 
cillatory at x = -c is established in a similar manner. 
Remark. 
(1) We can relax the condition (3.1) somewhat; it is sufficient to assume 
that either, for some integer q, 0 ,( q < n - 2, 
n--a--l 
c I p,-k(X)1 + I Pq(X)l(C - I x I) + f I A&4 G K; 
k=l 7c=n-q+1 
or 
i I Pn-k(X)1 < K 
k=2 
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and 
for some number E > 0. This follows from the fact that we could have chosen 
the intervals I, , I = 1, 2 ,..., such that a$’ < aif) < ui$, , k = 0, I,.,., 
n - 1, j = 1) 2 ,...) ~z - k, or such that a’,;-” = ,kI1 . 
(2) The existence of an oscillatory solution is not necessary to establish 
(3.2). It will hold if there exists a sequence of disjoint intervals {[cY~ , PJ> 
such that 01~ + +c (or -c) and /I1 - 01~ -+ 0 as I --+ 03, and such that for 
every interval [N 1 , /I J there exists a nontrivial solution y  1 which vanishes there 
at least 1z times. Indeed, if (3.1) holds, then (2.7) is not only nonoscillatory on 
(-c, c) but there exists a number b such that (2.7) is disconjugate on (b, c) 
and (-c, --b). 
We close this section with a disconjugacy theorem for unbounded intervals 
of the type [a, CD), a > 0 (cf. [13]). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let p*(x) ,..., p,&x) b e real-valued functio~zs which are 
continuous on the intewal [a, w), a > 0. If 
12-l 
g2 x2k: I Pn-7&I + X2-l I p&-)1 d A, 5 E [a, cm), (3.3) 
for some constant B < 00, then the equation 
y(n) + pnp2(x) y(n-2) + -** + p&y = 0 (3.4) 
is nonoscillatory on [a, co). Furthermore, there exists a positive coilzstant 6 such 
that (3.4) is disconjugate ox [b, 00). 
Proof. Lety be a nontrivial solution of (3.4), and define Y(t) = t-“+‘y(l/t). 
According to a result of Lavie [8], the function Y satisfies the equation, 
Y(n) + (+l)2p,-2 (+) Y(fl-2) + 0.. + @“PO (+-) Y = 0. (3.5) 
Moreover, if y  has infinitely many zeros in [a, co), then Y is oscillatory at 
t = 0. Since (3.3) is equivalent to 
we conclude from Theorem 3.1 that (3.5) is nonoscillatory on (0, l/a], i-e,, 
(3.4) is nonoscillatory on [a, co). 
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TO prove the second assertion, assume the contrary. Then for any positive 
constant 6 there exists a nontrivial solution of (3.4) which has at least n zeros 
on [b, co). In other words, there exists a sequence of disjoint intervals ([OLD , BJ} 
such that (11~ -+ 0 and /31 - or -+ 0 as 1+ co, and such that for every interval 
[01~ , /3r] there exists a nontrivial solution of (3.5) which vanishes there at least 
n times. Thus, in view of Remark (2), we have 
for some t, E [01~, /Ia], I = 1,2 ,..., contrary to (3.6). This completes the proof. 
4. INTEGRAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we shall establish a class of integral inequalities of the 
Wirtinger type, as an application of Theorem 2.3. To this end we consider the 
differential equation 
(r(x) zP))(~) - (-l)“p(x)zc = 0 3 (4.1) 
where r E P[u, b], p E C[LZ, b], and r, p > 0; and the eigenvalue problem 
(Y(X) zw)(~) - (-l)m hp(x)u = 0, 
.(i)(u) = u(i)(b) = 0, i = O,..., m - 1. (4.2) 
There exists a relation between disconjugacy of (4.1) and the smallest 
eigenvalue A1 of (4.2) [17]: Equation (4.1) is disconjugate in the sense of 
Reid on [a, b] if and only if the smallest eigenvalue Ai of (4.2) satisfies A, > 1. 
This relation for m = 1 is well-known (cf. [ll, 141). 
We apply this result to the equation, 
Y mz) - (--lP [(c + 5” $],Y = 0, E > 0, 
and the corresponding eigenvalue problem, 
Y(2m) - (-1)" [(c +$y" ,$p PY = 0, 
(4.4) 
y'f'(-c) zzz y'"'(c) = 0, i = O,..., m - 1. 
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(2m)! (2m)! 
[(c + c)" - cc"]" G [(c + E)" - 1 x tyn" 
x E (-c - E, c + E), (4.3) is disconjugate in the sense of Reid on [-c, c] by 
Theorem 2.3, and therefore the smallest eigenvalue k of (4.4) satisfies 
p1 > 1. This inequality may be expressed as an integral inequality via the 
calculus of variations. It is well-known that 
s ’ [v(~)]~ dx 
tc1= $! 
s 
c -‘(2m)! 
--c [(c + l )” - x2-p *2 dx ’ 
where 9 is the class of “admissible functions.” A function v  + 0 is said to be 
admissible if v  E C+l[-c, c], ZW is piecewise continuous on I-c, c], and 
79(-c) = 7P’(c) = 0, i = o,..., m - 1 [5]. Consequently, we have 
s ;, [zJ(“)]~ dx > jc (2m)! --c [@ f q -x2]m v" dx, E > 0, 
for v  E 9. LetfJE, X) = vz[(c + c)” - x~]+ and define&JO, -&C) = 0; then 
f,(~, X) is continuous on S = ((E, X) j 0 < E < 00, -c < x < c>. Therefore, 
and thus 
jc [dm)]* dx > jT, (c!2_“;2)- v2 dx, 
--c 
v  E 9. The constant (2m)! cannot be replaced by a larger number; indeed, 
the equality holds in (4.5) f  or v  = K(c2 - 3c2p, where K is a constant. This 
proves the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. If v is (m - l)-times continuously d$j%re&&e, v(“) is 
piecewise continuous on [-c, c], and &J(-c) = z@(c) = 0, i = O,..., m - 1, 
then 
The constant (2m)! is the best possible in the sense that it cannot be replaced 
by a larger number. 
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The inequality (4.6) was obtained by Beesack for m = 2[1]; for m = 1 the 
inequality appears in an equivalent form as Example 262 in [3]. 
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